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Ayyangar, H. Sesha—Kavijihvabhandhana. AOR. V, Pt. 1,
32 pages, (Kannada text).	[631
The text of Kavijihvabhandhana was published in AOR, Vol. Ill, Pt.
2. The publication of the critical introduction was bagun in VoK IV,
Pt, I. The last portion of the Introduction is presented here.
An attempt is made in the introduction to the work to point out
the difference between vadz and prasa in Kannada prosody and also to
compare them with the corresponding metrical elements in the Telugu
prosody. In the last few pages, the forms and significations of some
rare Kannada words occurring in Pampa's works are determined with
reference to their usage in the works of the other great poets of old
Kannada*
Bharali, Devananda—Double Form of Some Sanskrit and
Allied Words. JABS. VIII, Pt. 2. pp. 50-51. •	[632
Gives pairs of words showing a remarkable uniformity in the
interchange of K and S sounds. Each pair represents a single word
pronounced in two different ways, although Sanskrit grammarians
treat them as different words.
Bhatnagar, E. N. Ed.—Nidana-Sutra of Patanjali. (Sanskrit
text). Edited for the first time together with an introduc-
tion in English, a fragmentary commentary and indices.
Vol. 10. Royal 8vo. pp. 16 + 70 + 189 + 51. Mehar Chand
Lachhman Das Sanskrit and Prakrit Series, Lahore, 1939.
[633
Bhattacharya, Vidhushekhara—A -Linguistic Note on the
Mundaka Upanisad. IHQ. XVII, pp. 89-91.	[63i
The Mundaka Upanisad is regarded,as one of the principal Upanisads.
It presents some peculiarities in its language, which are not to be
found in other Upanisads. It is much influenced by Prakritism and
Buddhist or the mixed Sanskrit as found in such Buddhist Sanskrit
works as the Mahavastu, etc. Gives some examples.
Ohaturvedi, Saraswati Prasad-Itsing ke Bharatyatra-vivaran
men Ullikhit ek Sanskrit Vyakaran grantha ki Pahchan.
NPP. XLVI, Pt 1, pp. 45-53.	[635
Identification of a Sanskrit grammar mentioned in the account of
travels in India of Itsing. Identifies the text of a grammar called
Khilatraya byJtsing— a Chinese traveller in India in the /th century
A. D. This book is translated into English by Takakusu under the
title, Records of Buddhist Practices, Itsing has quoted five main schools
of Sanskrit grammar studied in his days, and the .fourth of these schools
forms the subject of this paper.

